


Method of operation

■ Basic keyboard operation ■ 
 * This work is produced assuming play using the keyboard. 

 ※ Does not correspond to mouse operation After title display, please press enter key. 
  

<Basic operation> 
 

 
Operation key Contents

① Alt + Enter
Switch between window mode and full screen
mode

② Alt + F4 Force termination of game

③ F1 Show game properties

④ F5
Changing screen size ※ It differs from full screen.
This is recommended.

⑤ F 12
Forcibly return to title ※ Please do not press
continuously as it will cause malfunction

⑥
X, Esc, 0 (numeric
keypad)

Cancel, display menu

⑦ Shift
Move speed up (dash) * Normally move when dash
is always set in config

⑧
Arrow keys, 2 · 4 · 6 · 8
(numeric keypad)

Movement of hero character and cursor

⑨ Z, Enter, Space Decide, talk, investigate

⑩ Esc Open and close the status screen

⑪ F7
Easy place movement * Only when available. Map
movement by list.

⑫ F8
H Open profile mode * Change mode with PageUp
key, PageDown key. Close with Esc.

⑬ D
Clothing change ※ It is available only when
clothing change is possible.

<Conversation · Operation at H scene> 
 

 
Operation key Contents

① Enter Character feed

② A key Hide the message window

③ S key Move in auto mode * Release with Esc

④ Q key Display backlog ※ Esc will cancel

⑤ Ctrl key Skip messages

⑥ Esc Release auto mode, return from backlog



System setting

■ Operation at title screen

 
① You can start the game that starts from the beginning from the beginning. 

 ② Start from the beginning You can play from the scene you saved so far. 
 ③ Environment setting ※ Details are below. 

 ④ Volume setting * Details are below. 
 ⑤ End game End the game and return to Windows.

■ Preferences

 
① Message display speed Sets the display speed of sentences. 

 (2) Automatic page break wait time Set the wait time in auto mode. 
 ③ Image production Set the fade, shake, etc. of the image. 

 ④ Movement setting You can choose whether to walk or dash at normal
movement. 

 ⑤ H Animation Speed   Adjust the speed of H animation at battle. 
 ⑥ Character display of NPC with H The character is displayed above the

head of NPC with H. 
 * Even if there are indications, H will not occur unless conditions are satisfied 

 ⑦ Display of cross sectional view in the vagina Select whether or not to
display the vagina cross sectional map. 

 ⑧ Vaginal cross-sectional view Animation Vaginal cross-sectional view
Select whether to display animation. 

 It turns OFF when the vagina cross sectional view display is OFF. 
 ⑨ Skipped H scene seen 1 degree Set whether or not you can skip the H

scene you saw once. 
 ⑩ After H scene result window Sets the display of the result window after H

scene. 
 ⑪ Automatic defeat at event battle Automatic defeat at the event where

there is a branch due to victory or defeat. 
 ⑫ NPC killing setting We will set options etc. when NPC killing. 

 ⑬ Skipping birthing scenes We set skipping of birthing scenes. 
 

■ Volume setting

 
① BGM 

 Adjust the BGM volume 
 ② VOICE 

 Adjust the volume of the voice 
 ③ SE 

 Adjust the volume of the SE 
 ④ HSE 

 Adjust the SE volume such as ejaculation sound and insert sound 
 ⑤ BGV 

 Adjust the volume of the background voice 
 ⑥ ME 

 Adjust the volume of the sound that sounds at the inn and after the battle 
 



Status screen

Menu command

① Item Items can be used.

② Skills
Check the magic and skills you remember, 

 You can use it.

③ Equipment You can change the equipment.

④ H status You can check H status, H history, actual results etc

⑤ Mission
Missions that are currently occurring, ordered missions, 

 You can check the completed mission.

⑥ Save & Load You can save and load data.

⑦ Change clothing
You can change clothing. 

 ※ It will be released when the game progresses

⑧ config Call up the configuration screen or scene setting screen.

⑨ Game end I will finish the game.

⑩ Other
Changing clothes and CG appreciation. 

 It becomes usable by progress of the game and clear etc.

Explanation of various parameters

① HP
It is HP of the main character. 

 Sexual harassment scenes etc. may occur due to the rest.

② MP It is the hero's MP.

③ LV It is the current level.

④ EXP It is the current experience value.

⑤ NEXT It is the experience value necessary for the next LV.

⑥ Attack power It affects damage to the enemy.

⑦ Defense
power

It affects damage from enemies.

⑧ Magical
power

It affects damage caused by skill attacks.

⑨ Magical
resistance

It affects the damage received from the enemy's special
attack.

⑩ Agility
It affects the speed at which the AP gauge accumulates during
battle.

⑪ Sex skills
H When it is attacked, it influences the probability of
culminating the opponent.

⑫ evil fall LV

It is the mental state of the hero. 
 It affects the number of homicides and H, the number of

defeat LV ups. 
 When the story advances in the LV 3 state, it branches to an

evil route. 
 * The contents of conversation may change by LV.

⑬ ~ ⑯ H times Each play count

⑰ Number of
killings

It is the number of people who killed them.

⑱ Condition It is easiness of pregnancy when a demon becomes pregnant

⑲ Money held I have money



List of state errors

Name Characteristic
Recovery
method

01
Unable to
fight

HP is in a state of 0. I will be defeated. None

02 poison HP will decrease every turn.
Poisoning
grass ·

antitect etc.

03 curse MP will decrease every turn.
Orb of spells

etc.

04 darkness Attack power and avoidance rate go down.
Eye drop,

anti-tect etc.

05
Magical
seal

Attack system / recovery auxiliary skill becomes unusable.
Magic

feather etc.

06 Estrus
The attack power and the magical power drops, and the damage
which the enemy attacks with H attack increases. It will be unusable
for Special Move.

Care
medicine

etc.

07 Cum
Each ability is halved, and damage by enemy H attack increases. It
will be unusable for Special Move.

Care
medicine

etc.

08
Forced
nakedness

Clothing can not be played for a certain period of time. Defense
power is down.

None

09 Stan
It becomes impossible to move well for a certain period of time, and
the defense power is down.

None



 

  
- To Chapter 01 - 

  

【Mission occurrence】

"Demolition of Candle Cave"

【Destination】 
 Candle cave 【clear condition】 

 Exterminate the monster of the candle
cave [Remarks] 

 nothing special
CHART

① Listen to Letty in the 1st floor of the
school . 

 ② After receiving the request, leave the
school and go to "Candle Cave" ③ Battle
with demons in the back of the cave 

 
[Fighting] Imp * winning and losing
no branch 

 
④ When winning battle ends the mission
⑤ Mission success

 

★ Introduction hint ★

It is in the underground treasure chest of
the school 

 "Cursed stamp" , if equipped, damage
from enemies increases considerably.

Prologue
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★ Chapter 1 · Common Route Hint ★

① The toilet H scene will be released! 
 A scene occurs when examining the toilet

of the girls' dormitory. 
 【H scene A09】 

 "Psychedelic in the toilet"

② of the school 1F! Mark Spitting blonde
When talking to a woman the demon's
nest is opened ○ The regular job of "Reti"
occurs in demon's nest 

 ※ Do not occur at the time of occurrence
"Rescue the victims!" 

 ※ It disappears at the beginning of
Chapter 3.

③ If you succeeded in "Destroying sewers
on demons", no H scenes will occur even if
you fail with "kill the thimbus team guys!"
Be careful when you want to lose your
virginity! ! 

  

【Mission occurrence】 【Sub event】

"Looking for a lost item at a tool
store"

【Destination】 
 Francis' town · tool store ~   Sindra's forest

【clear conditions】 
 Get the mask of a mysterious tribe! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① Go to a tool shop in the city of Francis
and talk to the shopkeeper in the back ②
to the "Shindra's Forest" after receiving
the request ③ "Mask of the mysterious
tribe mask" is falling in the forefront of
the Shindra ④ The tool store Return to
"shadow of a mysterious tribe" ⑤
Successful mission 

 

"Destroy sorcery of demons"

【Destination】 
 City of Francis · Youth group ~ sewer

[Clearing condition] 
 Defeat the sewer slime boss! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① Go to the house of the youth group in
the city of Francis and talk with the leader
in the room on the left ② When you
receive the request you will enter the
sewer at the front of the house so go to
the sewer ③ Battle at the back of the
sewer 

 
【Fighting】 Big slime 【weak point】
flame 

 
Victory

④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
⑤ Go back to the school ⑥ Mission failure

"Collapse the ballpole team
ringa!"

【Destination】 
 The town mayor's house of Francis - the

cave of Moriya 【the clear condition】 
 Kill the boss of the gangster group! 

 [Remarks] 
 When sewer's demobilization is

successful, 
 H scene does not occur even if you lose it 

 CHART
① Go to the town of Francis · Get   a
request from the town mayor ② Go to the
cave in Moriya to defeat the grounder at
the entrance ③ Battle with the boss at the
back of the cave 

 
【Fighting】 Brass 

 
Victory

④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
Successfully extermination of

sewer's demon
⑤ Relief comes ⑥ Mission failed 

 Failure or unsuccessful action on
sewer disaster

【H scene A 01】 
 "You can steal virginity to the

bang"
⑦ virginity loss ⑧ mission failure

"Retire's regular mission"

【Destination】 
 Gakuen meeting room ~ demonic nest

【clear condition】 
 Meet Leti in the monstrous nest

[Remarks] 
 Even if it is not cleared OK. It disappears

in Chapter 3. 
  

CHART
① Talk to blonde girls in the conference
room of the 1st floor of the school ② go
to the monsters' nest ③ talk with the
reties in the back ④ end

【Mission occurrence】 
 Condition: "Finding a lost item at a tool shop" · "Destroy sorcery of a sewer" · "Crusade the thimbus team

noodles!" Finished

"Rescue the victims!"

【Destination】 
 Angelus Mountain 【Clear condition】 

 Discover school students who were
distressed! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① Because Angelus Mountain is open, 
 Go to there ② In the middle of a

mountain hut on the way is unvirgin, 
 NPC etch scene occurs ③ There is a boss

in the cave at the top of the mountain 
 

[Fighting] Gargoyle [Weak point]
Thunder 

 
Victory

④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
④ Mission failure

Route branch judgment

Mission failure count is less than
3

- Chapter 2 To the regular route -

Mission failure number is 3 or
more

- Chapter 2 To the school route -

Chapter 1 · Common Route
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★ Chapter 2 · Normal Route Hint ★

Rain is appearing in front of a tool shop in
the 1st floor of the school . Talking to you,
Sub event "Battle frenzy" occurs. ※ It
disappears at the beginning of Chapter 3.

② The boss raises the level if the monster
disturbance of the Reiman coal mine
clears other missions. 

  

【Mission occurrence】 【Sub event】

"The troubles of nuns"

【Destination】 
 Francis' city · church 【Clear condition】 

 Capture an underwear thief! 
 [Remarks] 

 If it fails, there is H scene. 
 In the case of a virgin, the virgin loss. 

 CHART
① Go to the church in the city of Francis
and speak to Sister Milaine for a request. 

 ② After receiving the request, to the
youth group headquarters ③ After talking
with the headmaster, to the bar in the inn
④ Talk to the old man at the bar, it will be
night. 

 ⑤ Midnight city. An event occurs when
entering the warehouse above the public
bath . 

 ⑥ Battle with boss 
 

【Fighting】 Dennis 【Features】 
 There is no weak point like this. 

 Be conscious of consecutive shooting
and smoke curtain (darkening).

Victory
⑦ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

【H scene A 02】 
 "Rape control"

⑧ In the case of virginity, loss of virginity
⑨ mission failure

"Reiman Coal Mine Monster
Freak"

【Destination】 
 Lyman Coal Mine City 【Clearing

conditions】 
 Defeat the monsters nesting in the back

of the coal mine! 
 [Remarks] 

 Boss evolution earlier with other missions
clear 

  
CHART

① Go to the town mayor's house in the
town of Lyman Coal Mine and receive a
request. 

 ② Go to the coal mine on the north side
of the town. 

 ③ Battle with the boss at the back of the
coal mine 

 I have not finished other
missions

【Fighting】 Lyman Caterpillar (larva)
【Weak point】 Ice 

 
I am finishing other missions

【Fighting】 Lyman Caterpillar
(adult) 

 【Weak point】 Ice 
 

Victory
④ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

④ Mission failure

"Get the treasure of the ruins!"

【Destination】 
 A city of Francis · House of an asset family

~ Arica remains 【clear conditions】 
 I will bring home Dionne 's pot! 

 [Remarks] 
 H defeat, H scene occurred only in the

case of non-virgin. 
  

CHART
① Go to the town of Francis · Get a
request ② Go to Arica ruins ③ Go
underground ruins underground to 3F of
the ruins Enter the switch at the top right
to enemy, so take down and solve the seal
of the pot. 

 
【Fighting】 Guardian Zombie 【Weak
Point】 Flame 

 
④ Boss comes when you get a pot 

 
【Fighting】 Arita Shigeni 【weak
point】 flame 

 
Victory

④ Take the tsubo to the house of the
wealthy. 

 ⑤ Mission success 
 【Defeated North】

In the case of virginity
④ Mission failure 

 In the case where the virginity
has already been lost

【H scene A 03】 
 "Being fucked and depriving of

handicap"
④ Mission failure

"Battle frenzy"

【Destination】 
 Gakuen 1F ~ Shindra no Mori 【Clearing

conditions】 
 Find crow in Sindra's forest 【Remarks】 

 Even if it is not cleared OK. It disappears
in Chapter 3. 

  
CHART

① Talk to the rain in the 1st floor of the
school ② go to the forest of Sindra ③
enter the forest and go to the floor on the
right, there are crows ④ finish

【Mission occurrence】 
 Condition: "troubles of nuns", "monster disturbance of the Lyman mine", "get the treasure of the ruins!"

Finished

"Soaring town's gang
extermination"

【Destination】 
 Soarestown ~ Pass of Soarer West

【Clearing condition】 
 Crush the gang group! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
  
CHART

① Go to a solitary town inn , talk to the
black clothes in the leftmost room ② Pass
the soarer west pass ③ Enter the building
in the pass 

 
【Fighting】 Demon 【Weak Point】
Ice 

 
Victory

④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
④ Mission failure

Route branch judgment

Mission failure count is less than
3

- Chapter 3 To the regular route -

Mission failure number is 3 or
more

- Chapter 2 To the school route -

Chapter 2 - Route of Route
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★ Chapter 3 · Route Hint ★

① Letty appeared near the inn in the city
of Francis . 

 When approaching, a sub event "Funny
Letty in appearance" occurs. 

 ※ It will disappear in the second half of
Chapter 3.

② Crow appears in the 1st floor of the
school . 

 When speaking, a sub event "Crow and
decoy date" occurs. 

 * It does not occur if the bitterness
degree is 1 or more. ※ pure love essential
condition. It disappeared in the second
half of Chapter 4.

③ Electric vibe purchase becomes
possible from the owner of the tool shop
in the city of Francis . 

 ① Sexual harassment 10 or more ② H
peeping 5 times or more If you meet any
one you can purchase.

④ When the degree of bitterness is 2, you
will be able to enter a male dormitory. 

 

【Mission occurrence】 【Sub event】

"The wrath of the god of the sea"

【Destination】 
 Harbor Seashell · Mayor's house

【Clearing conditions】 
 Find out the cause of the wrath of God of

the sea! 
 [Remarks] 

 Seashell collapses when defeating the god
of the sea. 

  
CHART

① Go to the house of the town mayor of
Seashell Port and speak to the town
mayor and receive a request. 

 ② After receiving the request, to the
undersea gods ③ Talk to the god of the
sea in the back of the cave 

 * You can choose whether to fight with an
evil falling LV 1 or higher.

Fight the god of the sea

【Fighting】 God of the sea
【Features】 

 Attribute type attacks will not work
at all. 

 Strength of Las Boss grade. 
 

Victory
④ Mission success ⑤ Learning passive
skill "killing the god" 

  
【Defeated North】

④ Mission failure ⑤ Sea shell is
destroyed. 

  
I will not fight the god of the sea
④ To search for stolen treasure. 

 ⑤ To report to the mayor's house ⑥ The
town mayor has been missing, 

 Instead, there is Omelo . 
 ⑦ Talking to O'Mello , the ice cave is

opened. 
 ⑧ Fight against the boss who stole the

treasure at the back of the ice cave. 
 

【Fighting】 Boss of Ice Cave 【Weak
point】 Flame ※ Defeated without
branching

Victory
⑥ Mission success 

 

"Dolaus mountain ogre
extermination"

【Destination】 
 Dallas mountain 【clear condition】 

 Get rid of the boss of the auger in the
mountain! 

 [Remarks] 
 If it fails, there is H scene. 

 In the case of a virgin, the virgin loss. 
 CHART

① Go to Mount Dallas and speak to a
soldier at the entrance to receive a
request. 

 ② Battle with the boss in the back 
 

【Fighting】 Dallas Ogre 【Weak
point】 Flame 【Features】 

 It is easy if you seal the skill with
"Bowling flower".

Victory
③ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

【H scene A04】 
 "Being violated by augers after

defeat"
③ In the case of virginity, loss of virginity 

 ④ Mission failure

"Prevent the assassination of
Lord Leon!"

【Destination】 
 Soaretown · Leon's residence 【Clearing

condition】 
 Protect Lord Leon from assassins! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① Go to the residence of Soarer Town ·
Leon ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ 

 
[Battle] Crazy assassin [weak point]
none 

 
Victory

Follow assassin
③ Mission failure 

 I will not chase the assassin
③ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

③ Mission failure 
 

"Funny Letty"

【Destination】 
 Near the town of Francis · Inn 【Clearing

conditions】 
 ----------------- 

 [Remarks] 
 Even if it is not cleared OK. Chapter 3

Disappears in the second half. 
  

CHART
① Events occurred when approaching Leti
near the town of Francis · Inn . 

 【H scene D 01】 
 "Letty's Honey trap"

"Crow and Decoy Date"

【Destination】 
 Gakuen 1F 

 【Clear condition】 
 ----------------- 

 [Remarks] 
 Even if it is not cleared OK. Chapter 4

Disappears in the second half. 
 Pure love END mandatory condition 

 CHART
① Event occurrence when you talk to
Crow at 1F in the academy 

 

【Route branch occurrence】 
 Condition: "The wrath of the god of the sea" "Destroying the auger of Mount Dallas" "End the assassination of

Lord Leon!" Finished

Route branch judgment

Mission failure count is less than
3

"Save the Letty!"

【Destination】 
 Nilvana Valley 

 【Clear condition】 
 Bring Retty back! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① Go to the Nirvana Valley and talk to
Letty at a vacant house. 

 ② To fight Letty. 
 

【Fighting】 Letty = Scarlet 
 [Weak point] None 

 【Characteristic】 
 There is no attribute weakness, but

"Land of death" remembered with LV
18 is effective.

* No defeat branch
Victory

③ Mission success 
 - Chapter 4 To the normal route -

Mission failure number is 3 or
more

- Chapter 3 To the school route -

Chapter 3 · Common Route
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★ Chapter 4 · Route Hint ★

① When talking to Letty in the
dormitory's Rety's room , the sub-event
"Letty's Birthplace" Occurs * It will
disappear in the second half of Chapter 4. 

  
 

② It will become possible to invade the
public bath water of Francis town with a
horny 3 degree. Clothes change is
possible when the man invasion event
ends. 

 ※ Condition of slutty 3 ※ 
 H Status Total of LV is 9 or more

③ This event occurred in the second half
pursuing the culprit who attacked Pamela
can be avoided depending on the choice.
* Avoid reaching the pure love end if you
avoid it. 

  

【Mission occurrence】 【Sub event】

"Get the Exotic Tatsu!"

【Destination】 
 Daguma village · village head house ~

dagma shrine 【clear condition】 
 Get the Exotic Tachi! 

 [Remarks] 
 Postponement will change the boss 

  
CHART

① Go to the house of the village head of
the village of Dagma and speak to the
village chief to receive a request. 

 ② When you receive a request, you will
enter the shrine of Dagma . 

 Other missions are not over
③ Obtain the Exoto Taurus in the back of
the cave. 

 ④ Student came and battle 
 

【Fighting】 Ricky = Kennard [Weak
point] Thunder 【Features】 

 It is better to use attack skills
because it has high defense power.

Victory
⑤ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

⑤ Mission failure 
  

Other missions are over

【Fighting】 Well bus 【weak point】
flame 【feature】 

 Slashing is hard to work because the
defense power is high. 

 Attributes other than flame do not
work.

Victory
③ Obtain the Exoto Taurus in the back of
the cave. 

 ④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
③ Mission failure 

 

"Get a knife!"

【Destination】 
 Idon desert 【clear condition】 

 Get a giant! 
 [Remarks] 

 If it fails, there is H scene. 
 In the case of a virgin, the virgin loss. 

 CHART
① Go to the Idon Desert and ask a man at
the entrance of the cave to talk to him. 

 ② Battle with the boss in the back 
 

【Fighting】 Devon of Idon 【Weak
point】 Ice 【Features】 Do not use it
as it absorbs flames!

Victory
③ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

【H scene A05】 
 "Being fucked by tentacle devils"

③ In the case of virginity, loss of virginity 
 ④ Mission failure

"Get the mirror of my wife!"

【Destination】 
 Temple of Spirit [clear condition] 

 I get a wife's mirror! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
  
CHART

① Go to the temple of the spirit and speak
to the old man at the entrance to receive
the request ② Fight against the spirits
while advancing the dungeon. 

 
【Fighting】 Spirit of fire 【weak
point】 ice 

 
Victory

③ Go ahead 
  

【Defeated North】
③ Mission failure 

  

【Fighting】 Ice spirit 【weak point】
flame 

 
Victory

④ to proceed 
  

【Defeated North】
④ Mission failure 

  

【Fighting】 Spirit of thunder 【Weak
point】 None 

 
Victory

⑤ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
⑤ Mission failure 

  

"The Birth of Letty"

【Destination】 
 Kuroma mountain 【clear condition】 

 It reaches the top of Kuroma mountain
[Remarks] 

 Even if it is not cleared OK. Chapter 4
Disappears in the second half. 

  
CHART

① I climb the stairway in the middle of
the dormitory and go to the left side of
Letty 's room on the 2nd floor . 

 ② An event occurs when talking to Letty. 
 ③ Go to the top of Kuroma mountain ④

End the event 
 【H scene D 02】 

 "Letti's way of life. Sex is
amusement "

【Route branch occurrence】 
 Condition: "Acquire the Exotian Takara!" "Get the Grin!" "Get the mirror of my wife!" Finished

"Follow the culprit who attacked
Pamela!"

【Destination】 
 ----------- 

 【Clear condition】 
 ----------- 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

【H scene F 01】 
 "Rape incident in school"

① When entering the school building , an
event occurs ② Talk to a nurse in the
public health room . 

 ③ Generation of options 
 I can not accept it as it is.

④ Continue "Follow the culprit who hit
Pamela!" 

 ⑤ Talk to blond hair and black hair in 1F
of the school dormitory . 

 ⑥ As the dogma's hall is opened, 
 I will go there. 

 ⑦ There are OMELO when going to
underground of the mansion 

 
【Fighting】 Dogma's Guards 

 [Weak point] Thunder 
 

Victory
* Victory is a condition of pure love END 

 ⑨ Event end 
 【Defeated North】

⑨ Event end 
  

You should leave it to the
teachers.

④ Event end 
 ⑤ Scene "Revenge of the angel" occurs 

  
Think more carefully

Nothing happens. Again to choice 
 

 
"School festival"

【Destination】 
 Left aisle at entrance of the school 

 【Clear condition】 
 ----------- 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① The left side of the school can pass. 
 ② Event occurrence 

 
【Fighting】 Phoenix House 

 [Remarks] No victory or defeat 
 

When it is less than evil LV 3
- Final Chapter To Route to Route -

In case of evil LV 3
- To the evil routes -

Chapter 4 - Route Route
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CHART
① After waking up, climb the stairs and
go to meet Amber in the room on the left
side. 

 ② Talk with Crow in the underground
training room ③ Talk to the stairs in the
room on the right as you climb the stairs
④ Talk with three people and the mission
occurs

【Mission occurrence】

"Explain the scratch on the
demon!"

【Destination】 
 Demon's nail [clear condition] 

 Meet the spirit of our ancestors! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① Go to the claw of demons ②! Examine
the entrance of the balloon to put it inside
③ get the "cursed sword" in the back ④
succeed the mission ⑤ speak with the
teacher at the hideout 

 
【Mission occurrence】

"Solve the curse of the sword
that the demon has left!"

【Destination】 
 Shelf's residence 【clear conditions】 

 Have the curse of an ogre's sword be
solved! 

 [Remarks] 
 Even if you win the boss game or you lose

it will succeed Win the strongest armor if
you win

CHART
① Go to Shelf's residence ② Talk to the
elder at the back ③ Decline asking and
turn back ④ Orizuru attack

【Fighting】 Orizuru 【weak point】
human 【feature】

⑤ owl crane, withdraw ⑥ successful
mission ⑦ event occurrence when
returning to the hideout

【Mission occurrence】

"Rescue Letty's sister!"

【Destination】 
 Lishan Gray Finn 【Clear condition】 

 Rescue Letty sister! 
 [Remarks] 

 Even if you win or lose a boss wins
Success will win Accessories are available

CHART
① Go to Lishan Gray Finn ② Caterina and
Battle at the top hut 

 
【Fighting】 Catalina [Weak point]
Devil 【Features】

③ falling Catalina ④ succeeding the
mission ⑤ to the scene before the
decisive battle ⑥ talk to Crow in the
upper left in the hideout 

 ※ pure love END condition ※ 
 ● Lustlessness LV 0 

 ● Sex number of times is less than 10 ●
Omelo is not dead ● Date event with
Crow cleared

Pure love end condition is met
【H scene A 06】 

 "Two people to kiss on the night
before the decisive battle"

【Mission occurrence】

"Hope of the future with this
hand!"

【Destination】 
 Phoenix House Academy · Student Council

Room 【Clearing condition】 
 I will slay the Phoenix House! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① The Phoenix House is reopened ② Go
to the Phoenix House ③ From the student
council room to the day break ④ There is
a pearl in the back ⑤ Battle with the
morning (× 3) 

 ※ Battle → event advances in the form of
events. 

 ※ It is a start of battle if you talk to Miao
after the event. ※ If you defeat even
once, bad end

【Fighting】 Phoenix House Xiao
[weak point] Devil 【Feature】 The
third time is demonized

Victory
Ending branch with victory 4 times 

 Pure love end condition is met
As it is flowing

【H scene A 07】 
 "Two people tied"

ENDING 01: Pure Love END

Somehow hold down
Stop leaving as a virginity Bonus 

 
ENDING 01: Pure Love END

Pure love end condition not
satisfied

Lustfulness LV less than 3

ENDING 02: normal END

Lustlessness LV 3
【H scene A 08】 

 "The hero turns into an
obsession"

ENDING 03: Nasty END

【Defeated North】
【H scene A12】 

 "Ruler's love toy"

ENDING 04: comforter END

Final chapter · regular route

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



★ Chapter 2 · School Route Hint ★

① How to raise the prostitute rank To
raise the prostitute rank, 

 The relationship between bitterness and
the number of prostitutes work. 

 As the rank goes up the play increases

② Defeat scene In the school route, if you
defeat ordinary enemies you will be
punished as punishment
【H scene B12】 

 "Penalty for losers"

③ Mission failure Failure of the mission at
the school route will be remodeled to
become a body that will pregnant with the
monster after the last chapter in the third
chapter if it becomes 3 or more ! !

【Mission occurrence】

"Helping the Sukkan"

【Destination】 
 McBein Revolutionary 【Clear condition】 

 I will help the Sukkon! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
  
CHART

① Go to McBaein Hall and talk to the
black clothes that have entered from the
back door and work as a prostitute.
(Random is random) 

 ② Mission succeeded ③ After that, you
will be able to work at the Sukannon.

"Get yourself back from the
bandits!"

【Destination】 
 Fuzzy Town · Blanco's House 【Clearing

conditions】 
 Retrieve the stolen sachet! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
CHART

① Go to a swan house in Fuzzy Town and
get a request. 

 ② Go to the cave of Femina ③ Battle with
the boss in the back 

 
【Fighting】 Criney 【Weak point】
There are no weak points 

 
Victory

④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
④ Mission failure

"Get the statue of Delia!"

【Destination】 
 Gakuen School · Mission Division - Nasuta

Tower 【Clearing Conditions】 
 Take home the image of Delia! 
 [Remarks] 

 When defeated, H scene occurred. 
  

CHART
① Go to the mission section of the school
branch 1F and get a request ② Go to the
tower of Nasuta ③ 4F go to the hints and
catch the trap You can get the correct
hints if you talk to the academic students
with 3F. 

 ※ When you fall into a trap, only the first
time H occurrence The correct answer is
to turn the switch in the order of blue →
green → red. 

 ④ Once you get the statue a boss appears
and battle

【Fighting】 Nicolai 【Weak point】
Ice 

 
Victory

⑤ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
【H scene B 02】 

 "Being fucked by a treasure
hunter"
④ Mission failure

【Mission occurrence】 
 Condition: "Help of the Seikan" "Take back the snake from the bandits!" Finish "Get the image of Delia!"

- Chapter 3 To the school route -

"Get Human Beetle!"

【Destination】 
 Gakuen school · mission section ~ forest

of Mesara 【clear conditions】 
 Take home her pussy! 

 [Remarks] 
 H It is a failure to win victory under the

attack. 
 If you want to succeed without fail, equip

the chastity belt and challenge
CHART

① Go to the mission section of the school
branch 1F and get a request ② Go to the
forest of Mesara ③ There is a boss in the
back of the forest ※ No winning / losing
branch 

 
【Fighting】 Human Beard 【Weak
Point】 Flame 

 
Victory

④ Obtain a human odor ⑤ Go to the
mission section of the school district 

 When winning without attacking
H attack

⑥ Mission success 
 If you win with H attack

⑥ Mission failure

 

 

Chapter 2 · School Route
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★ Chapter 3 · School Route Hint ★

① When the number of failure of the
school route at the end of the mission is 3
or more, an event occurs 

 【H scene B19】 
 "It is remodeled into a body that

can give birth"
※ When it is remodeled and you are
fucked by a monster, 

 There is a possibility of pregnancy. 
  

② If you get pregnant, you will be blown
away by the birthing facility as soon as
you walk a few steps. 

 ※ Not to pregnant ※ 
 ○ Equip a chastity belt (H attack will not

occur) 
 ○ Buy a pill at a tool store and use it. 

 (It will be effective if you stay for 1 night)

③ When experiencing childbirth, "travel
milking" becomes possible at Sukkon. 

 ○ After milking, "Aihua's milk" is
available. 

 ○ You can sell breast milk by choosing to
talk at a tool store in Fuzzy Town. 

 ○ Breast milk will be distributed more
than 10 times or more than 5 times
breast milk sales.

【Mission occurrence】

"Find the secretly wanted
burglar!"

【Destination】 
 Wallclock Highway - Musk [Clearing

conditions] 
 Capture the killer Mad! (Life without

death) 
 [Remarks] 

 You can choose a method to infiltrate as a
prostitute with more than 10 prostitute
work. 

 CHART
① After receiving a request from the
mission section , 

 Go through the wall rock highway to the
musk 

 When acquiring information from
gross

② Talk with two people goroi at the upper
right corner of the city. 

 When it is less than evil LV 2
③ Get information on Mad by being
sexually harassed.
In case of evil Fall LV 2 or more

③ Obtain Mad information. 
 When getting information from a

place of employment
* You can obtain information with
experience of more than 10 prostitutes
work . 

 ② Talk to middle-aged man. 
 ③ Obtain Mad information. 

 ④ After obtaining the information, go to
the mansion 

 In case of breakthrough
⑤ Talk to soldiers and enter the mansion. 

 ⑥ Talk to Mad on the mansion.

【Fighting】 Killer Mad [Weak point]
There is no particular weak point
【Features】 

 When using Mad Amulet, attack
power increases but defense power
falls at once. 

 It is more efficient to cope while
coping with increasing defense
power with "Protect".

Victory
⑦ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

⑦ Mission failure 
  

When you pretend to be a
prostitute

⑤ Talk to soldiers and go to the mansion
【H scene B 04】 

 "Honey trap pretending to be a
prostitute"

【Fighting】 Killer Mad [Weak point]
There is no particular weak point
【Features】 

 When using Mad Amulet, attack
power increases but defense power
falls at once. 

 It is more efficient to cope while
coping with increasing defense
power with "Protect".

Victory
⑥ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

⑥ Mission failure 
  

"Devil of Ice Cave"

【Destination】 
 Ice Cave 【Clear condition】 

 Kill the devil of Ice Cave! 
 [Remarks] 

 "Opinion of the God of the sea" occurred
unclear 

  
CHART

① Talk to the soldier at the entrance to
the ice cave and receive a request. 

 ② Battle with the boss in the back 
 

【Fighting】 Devil Sahagin 【weak
point】 Thunder 

 
Victory

④ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
④ Mission failure

"Camellia's zombie
extermination"

【Destination】 
 Ruins of Camellia 【Clearing conditions】 

 Seal zombies in facilities! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
  
CHART

① Talk to a scholar at the entrance to the
ruins of Camellia ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ 0 

 ③ Go back to 1F and go on the left side. 
 ④ From the treasure box in 3F "Scarf of

the Diamond" 
 It is easy to boss fight if you get it and

you equip it. 
 ⑤ Battle with Boss on 3F ※ No winning /

losing branch

【Fighting】 Living Dead 【Weak
Point】 Flame 【Features】 

 "Odor" which causes every condition
can be prevented when equipped
with "Scarf of Dia".

Victory
⑤ Mission success 

  

【Mission occurrence】 
 Condition: "Find the secretly wanted burglar!" "Ice Cave devil" (if it occurs) "Complete Camellia's Zombie

Extermination"

- Chapter 4 To the school route -

"Demonic extermination that ran
into a cave"

【Destination】 
 Hein's cave 【Clearing condition】 

 Get rid of the devil who ran into the cave! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① Talk with a soldier at the entrance of
Hein 's cave and pass it through, go into
the cave ② battle with the boss at the
back of the cave

【Fighting】 Belial 【Weak point】
Flame · Ice (Change with Brave
Barrier) 

 【Characteristic】 
 Defense power is very high so attack

skills are recommended! 
 Brave barrier knows weak points if

you are watching animation. 
 ● Fire animation → weak points

become ice. 
 ● Animation of ice → Weakness

turns into a flame. 
 Thunder is hard to work.

Victory
④ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

④ Mission failure

 

 

Chapter 3 · School Route
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★ Chapter 4 · School Route Hint ★

① When you are done with request for
exposure, you can change your clothes . 

  

② If you play the "Exposure Walk Rally" of
the prostitution play with the slutty 3 ,
you can change clothes . 

 

③ Get the harp of the mermaid! If it is
troublesome to earn 20 thousand G, if you
sell the special armor "Half Cost" in the
treasure chest in the middle of Mannheim
Road, it will be 20 thousand G.

【Mission occurrence】

"Exhibitionism Request"

【Destination】 
 McBein Revolutionary 【Clear condition】 

 Do an exposed walking rally 【Remarks】 
 nothing special 

  
 

CHART
① Go to McBaein Hall and talk with client
McBein. 

 ② Started the exposure walking rally upon
request 

 【H scene B 06】 
 "Exposed Walk Rally"

③ Just wandering around the city, events
are started in order. 

 ④ Mission success ⑤ "Exposure walk
rally" will be released at Sukkon. 

 In case of slimminginess 3
Clothing change becomes possible 

 * Even if clothing change is not possible
here, clothes change becomes possible if
you perform "Exposure Walk Rally" at
Sukkonen with a state of Nymphomatism
3.

"Get the harl of the mermaid!

【Destination】 
 Fuzzy Town · House of Fine Artists ~ 

 Mannheim road / black market 【clear
conditions】 

 Get the harp of the mermaid! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
  
CHART

① Go to Fuzzy Town · Art franchise house
and receive a request. 

 ② Go through the Mannheim Highway to
the Black Market ③ Talk to the Merchant
※ Decide on the Branch by the Action
After Contracting 

 <Behavior affecting points> 
 ● Do something horny with NPC (+1) 

 ● Defeat the enemy (+2) 
 When the point is less than 5

④ The harp of the mermaid remains ⑤
Option 

 Appear when you have more than 20,000
G *

Buy at 20,000 G
⑥ Pay 20,000 G and get a mermaid harp
⑦ Pass the mermaid harp to the client ⑧
Mission success 

 * Evil appears in case of LV 2 or higher
I will kill him and take it away

⑥ Kill the merchant and gain the harp of
the mermaid ⑦ Pass the harp of the
mermaid to the client ⑧ Mission success 

 Since I saved money ~
Think a little more

⑥ nothing happens 
 When the point is 5 or more

⑥ The harp of the mermaid is sold out ⑦
Go to report to the client ⑧ Mission failure

"Reveal evil of Pearl Church!"

【Destination】 
 Mission Division - Pearl Village 【Clearing

condition】 
 Uncover the wrong of Pearl church! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

  
 

CHART
① Go to the Mission Division ② Go to
Pearl Village ③ Talk to the old man sitting
on the bench to get information ④ Enter
the church and check the walls darkened
in color and put in the basement ⑤ Go to
the back of the basement And Boss and
Battle

[Fighting] Kerberos [weak point] ice
[Remarks] 

 The skill is powerful, but Boeing
flowers with the effect of skill seal
are effective with a probability of
50%.

Victory
④ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

④ Mission failure

【Mission occurrence】 
 Condition: "Exclamation Request", "Get the Harp of the Mermaid!", "Reveal Poor Church Evil!" Finished

"Assassinate the members of the
night"!

【Destination】 
 Mission Division - Sabrina Plain [Clearing

conditions] 
 Assassinate Hario = dogma! 

 [Remarks] 
 nothing special 

 CHART
① Talk to the black dress of the mission
section and receive a request ② Go to the
villa in Harrio in the Sabrina plain ③ Battle
with the entrance gatekeeper 

 * You can pass without battle if you speak
at nakedness ④ Can fight with Cyborg at
Hario's villa 

 
【Fighting】 Cyborg Brave 【Weak
Point】 Thunder 

 
Victory

Evil degeneration LV 3 does not cause
options

To embrace
⑤ Mission failure 

  
Complete mission "mission"

⑤ Mission success 
  

【Defeated North】
⑤ Mission failure 

  
⑥ When the mission ends, 

 Called to the mission section . 
 【H scene B 07】 

 "Darkness of the school"
When it is less than evil LV 3

- Final chapter to branch route - 
 In case of evil LV 3

- To the evil routes - 
 
 

Chapter 4 · School Route
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CHART
【H scene B 08】 

 "Treatment of disposers"
① I can not use all my skill relationships
② I climb the stairs and talk to Rudogriff
in the room on the left side. 

 
【Mission occurrence】

"Turn to the scar on the demon!"

【Destination】 
 Demon's nail [clear condition] 

 Meet the spirit of our ancestors! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① Go to the claw of demons ②! Examine
the entrance of the balloon to put it inside
③ Talk with the ghost of the demon in the
back ④ To be able to use the skill
relationship ④ Mission success ⑤ Talk
with the teacher at the hideout 

 
【Mission occurrence】

"Rescue the three treasures from
heaven!"

【Destination】 
 ① Lishan Gray Finn ② Iceberg tower ③

Alcyon's shrine 【Clear condition】 
 I will rescue the three heavenly swords! 

 [Remarks] 
 No failure. 
 There is no order to help. 

 CHART
If we did not kill both the rainy weather,
Orizuru, Katarina, H-scene "Used by the
losers" occurred at the bad end. 

 * It does not occur if even one person
kills. 

  
■ In the case of rescuing ① To Lishan
Gray Finn ② There is ice pickled ripe on
the top ③ Catalina appears 

 
【Fighting】 Catalina [weak point]
Devil [Remarks] Attention to cuts
and mad blows

 
In the case of Crow's rescue ① to the
iceberg tower ② ice pickled crow at the
top ③ to talk with Orizuru 

 
【Fighting】 Orizuru 【Weak point】
Human 【Remarks】 

 Magic sword that comes off once
every 3 turns 腥 wind blows a lot of
damage, so you can defense or
recover

 
■ In the case of rescuing Yamamoto ① to
the shrine of Alcion ② amber ice picked in
the bottom layer ③ to talk to the rain 

 
【Fighting】 Sannomiya Shigure Rain
[Weak point] Human 【Remarks】 

 Normal attack of state abnormality. 
 Armor "Dia scarf" can be completely

prevented with equipment.

 
Events occurred when three people
helped

【Mission occurrence】

"Murder the Phoenix House
Xiaojie!"

【Destination】 
 Demon's nail [clear condition] 

 To kill the Phoenix House Morning! 
 [Remarks] 

 - 
 CHART

① Go to the screech of demons ② Go to
the back ___ ___ 0 ___ ___ 0 ___ ___
__

【Fighting】 Phoenix Hospital
Morning 【Weak Point】 Devil
【Features】

Victory
Branch condition

① Katarina, Orizuru, all three drivers are
killing ② Number of births is 20 or more
③ Murder count is 15 or more 

 When none of ① to ③ applies
【H scene B 09】 

 "Unchangeable everyday"

ENDING 05: School END

When one of ① to ③ applies
【H scene B10】 

 "A woman who drowned in
ecotodicity and metamorphosis"

ENDING 06: Fall END

【Defeated North】
It is alive with the three people

of rain, crane, and Katarina
【H scene F05】 

 "Uses of the losers"
【H scene B11】 

 "Different capacity production
machine"

ENDING 07: Producer END

Final chapter / school route

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHART
【H scene C 01】 

 "Brainwash machine gang"
Talking to the rain in the museum will
cause a mission.

【Mission occurrence】

"Destroy the family of Silf!"

【Destination】 
 Shelf's residence 【clear conditions】 

 Kill the chieftain of Silft 【Remarks】 
 nothing special 

 CHART
① Go to Shelf's residence ② There is an
elder in the back

【Fighting】 Elder Elder [Weak point]
None 

 
 

Victory
③ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

③ Mission failure

"Assassinate traitors!"

【Destination】 
 Merina Highway - Merina Road Station

Station Town 【Clearing Condition】 
 Foreign Minister Kill Stark 【Remarks】 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① Go through the Melina Highway to the
lodging town 

 In case you go to an inn
② Stark is in 2nd floor inn ③Inspired door
and forced to break

【Fighting】 Minister for Foreign
Affairs Stark [Weak point] Thunder 

 
 

Victory
③ Mission success 

  
【Defeated North】

③ Mission failure 
  

When pretending to a prostitute
② Talk to the black clothes in front of the
inn, naked . 

 【H scene C 02】 
 "Killing the minister into a horny

trap"
③ Mission success

"Get the legacy of the demon!"

【Destination】 
 Demon's nail [clear condition] 

 Get a sword that is a legacy of demons
【Remarks】 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① Go to the nail mark of demon ② Battle
with devil ghost in the back

【Fighting】 Ghost of a demon
【Weak point】 Amorphous
【Remarks】 No winning or losing
branch 

 
 

Victory
③ Mission success 

 

[Event occurrence] 
 Condition: "Destroy the family of Silf!", "Assassinate the traitor!" "End the demon's heritage!" Finished

【H scene C 03】 
 "Days when sexual desire can

not be fully suppressed"
Talking to the rain in the hall of morning
causes a mission

【Mission occurrence】

"Destroy the regret!"

【Destination】 
 Papilio Town 【Clearing condition】 

 Eliminate Letty = Scarlet! 
 [Remarks] 

 No failure 
  

CHART
① Go to Papilio Town ② Go to the hideout
in the center of the city. 

 ③ Letty and battle 
 

【Fighting】 Letty = Scarlet 【Weak
point】 Human 【Remarks】 

 Weakness disappears after power up

Victory
④ Mission success 

  

【Mission occurrence】

"Kill Phoenix House Yamamoto
and Crow Zephard!"

【Destination】 
 City of Francis / Deborah Plateau [Clearing

conditions] 
 Phoenix House eruption and Clow =

Zephard rape! 
 [Remarks] 

 No failure No matter the order to kill 
 CHART

■ In the case of Amber ① Go to the city
of Francis ② From the manholes in the
lower right of the city to the sewer ③ As
you go through the sewer, the entrance is
increasing ④ Amber and the battle 

 
【Fighting】 Phoenix Teacher Amber
【Weak point】 Human 【Remarks】 

 Weak point disappears after power
up Winning or losing no branch

 
In Crow ① Go to Deborah Plateau ②
Battle with Clow in the back of the cave 

 
【Fighting】 Crowe Zephard 【Weak
point】 Human 【Remarks】 

 Weak point disappears after power
up Winning or losing no branch

④ Mission success 
  

CHART
① It is hit by the rain and is taken to the
dungeon. 

 ② Shut out from the dungeon and rain
and battle 

 
【Fighting】 Sannomiya Shigure Rain
[Weak point] Human 【Remarks】 

 No winning or losing branch

If you did not kill the rain
* It is important to make the best of the
four people, such as rain, catarina, folding
cranes, and morning, under the condition
of Satan END
【H scene F 02】 

 "The way of the abandoned
talented woman"

【Mission occurrence】

"A new step"

【Destination】 
 Hall of Morning 【Clearing condition】 

 Eliminate the Phoenix House Xiaoqing! 
 [Remarks] 

 nothing special 
 CHART

① Go through the road to Morning
Museum and go to Morning Building ②
Catalina and Battle 

 
【Fighting】 Catalina [weak point]
Devil [Remarks] 

 No winning or losing branch

If you did not kill Catalina, 
 H scene occurs at bad end ③ Folded crane

and battle 
 

【Fighting】 Orizuru 【Weak point】
Human 【Remarks】 

 No winning or losing branch

If you did not kill Orizuru, 
 H scene occurs later ④ From Morning's

room to Daybreak ⑤ Go out to the
outdoor stage on a day break and check
the black tomb on the lower side 

 It is OK even if you do not investigate ※, 
 You will not be able to reach Evil END.

If you did not kill Orizuru
【H scene F 03】 

 "Reasons for loss of emotions,
Past of abuse"
⑥ From the magic team at the back to
the source of Dawn

【Fighting】 Phoenix House Xiao
[weak point] None [Remarks] 

 There are two battles

Victory
Catalina, folding cranes, rain,

morning survive
【H scene C 04】 

 "New ruler"

ENDING 08: Devil END

Someone is killing even one
person

【H scene C 05】 
 "The end of the demon's demon

is just a spoiler"

ENDING 09: Wasted END

【Defeated North】
Catalina is alive

【H scene F05】 
 "Crucifix Vampire on the Cross"

【H scene C 06】 
 "Sexual animal activity"

ENDING 10: childbirth END

Bad route

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


